Research Methods (HDFS 3390),
Alan Reifman, Texas Tech University
Introductory Lectures
The first known survey ever conducted by Dr. Reifman:

(Warner Ave. School, Los Angeles, CA, March 1974, as a 6th grader)

Ways to Approach this Class
You will probably find this class very different from your other classes in the HDFS
department.
The other classes have content areas relating to some part of the lifespan (infancy,
early childhood, adolescence, adulthood, etc.) or to family/close relationships.
Here, in research methods, you will learn a set of tools for doing studies of children,
adolescents, couples, etc.
Research from the State U. of New York at Buffalo suggests that taking a course like
research methods (at Buffalo it's called Methods of Inquiry) can improve your thinking
skills and raise your GPA.

Rather than thinking about research methods as a complex topic involving statistics
and a lot of technical terms, think about research as a way to solve practical
problems and improve people's quality of life. Here are some examples of what
research has told us...

• Going for walks can improve the health of elderly persons' brains.
• Breastfeeding can reduce children's chance of getting leukemia.
• Eating ice cream may help lower women's likelihood of infertility.
• Women who experience morning sickness while pregnant have a lower
chance of getting breast cancer in later years.
• Girls who play high-school sports are more likely to receive a college
degree than their non-athlete counterparts.
• Do winning sports teams help universities attract greater numbers of student
applicants? (This topic has acquired local relevance after the 2019 Texas Tech
men’s basketball run to the national-championship game.)
• Various techniques can increase restaurant servers' tips:

How We Evaluate Women with Curly vs. Straight Hair:
2008 Demonstration on Good Morning America (Partial Transcript)*
I had a photographer take my picture once with curly hair, and then once with it straight. I then had the photographer
take pictures of eight actresses.
Then we brought in five men to rate the pictures -- the eight actresses, and me. We told the panel we were working with
a company that was looking for the new face of a clothing line. They were to describe each picture with a single word as
well as rate them from one to ten -- ten being the woman they would most like to date.
When the picture of me with curly hair came up, the scores
were not very generous -- a three was involved -- and the
words to describe me were "teacher," "warm," "average,"
"frazzled" and "giddy."
"She looks to me like she's trying to get a husband really
fast," one of the men said.
After they rated a few actresses**, my picture came up
again, but this time I had straight hair.
This time, though, three out of the five men gave me higher
marks. They used words like "classic," "pretty," "nice,"
"centered" and "friendly." My total score jumped from 25
out of 50 to 31 out of 50.

*Original full-length video no longer available online, but some information (here and here) still there.
** What do you think was the reason for mixing the reporter’s pictures in with pictures of eight actresses?

